
“when nature calls”

Sehancium

sexual enhancements for males 
of the animal kingdom

Sehancium is a line of sexual enhancements for males in the animal 
kingdom. Like humans, these chemically modified medications are 
advertised to strengthen a male’s trait to impress the opposite sex, and 
to ultimately fulfill the goal of copulation. Sehancium is developed to 
use similar techniques for all males of the entire animal kingdom, such 
as the lion, the cichid fish, the barn swallow bird, and the collared lizard. 
It is byproduct of Darwin’s theory of Sexual Selection. The sexual 
behaviors of the exampled species exhibit strong sexual selection in 
females seeking specific traits with in males for successful passing of 
genes. Sehancium is male’s product of overcoming the odds of natural 
selection and its limitations. 

The male lion, as the example of mammals, exudes a larger mane in 
order attract females. Mane length signifies fighting strength and 
ultimately becomes a reflection of better genes. The cichid fish, as the 
example of fish, exudes brighter scales to attract females. The color 
trait has been observed to be important for behaviors in sexual selec-
tion and reproduction. For the barn swallow bird, as the example of the 
bird, has been observed to have longer tails. The males with the longer 
tails, and lengthier streamers, have demonstrated sexual selection 
advantages. And for the collared lizard, as the example for reptiles, the 
male is exhibits a different sort of trait to impress those of the opposite 
sex; speed. The faster the lizard, the more the offspring. This entails 
that the faster you are, the quicker you get to the female, in a sense, the 
more advantage one has in sexual selection. 

The following examples of the brand Sehancium are advertisements 
that show these sexual behaviors amongst each species. Though all 
different, in traits and most importantly as species, they are very similar 
in the fact that the males demonstrate a tendency to compete in sexual 
selection. It is ultimately a fight against the limits of natural selection, 
in order to enhance one’s chances of passing on their genes. When 
nature calls, it calls for the fittest.
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